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All models are wrong, but some 
are useful.“
George E. P. Box

Former president of the American Statistical Association



Problem?





Overfitting Data drift

Feedback loop

Undiscovered bias

Accuracy < 90%

Explainability



My first hypothesis?

Machine Learning won’t scale to 
critical applications on the 

cross-validation test



Credit card model
Yes/no

Accuracy = 99%

Risk

Marketing

Management

Legal

Innovation

Financial institution



My second hypothesis?

It’s not sustainable to 
test in production



87 % of Data Science projects 
never make it into production.“

https://venturebeat.com/2019/07/19/why-do-87-of-data-science-projec
ts-never-make-it-into-production/?ref=hackernoon.com

https://venturebeat.com/2019/07/19/why-do-87-of-data-science-projects-never-make-it-into-production/?ref=hackernoon.com
https://venturebeat.com/2019/07/19/why-do-87-of-data-science-projects-never-make-it-into-production/?ref=hackernoon.com


My third hypothesis?

Data Scientists shouldn’t 
verify their own systems





How do we continuously 
deploy models with ease, 

while keeping a high 
confidence in predictions?



Hello Qualification Set!



A qualification set is one or many 
controlled datasets used to qualify 
machine learning systems before 
deploying to production

“



Qualify

- To have the necessary skill or knowledge to do a particular job or 
activity

https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/qualify



Test set

- “Real” world data distributions

- A good indicator of the “normal” scenario

- We know that the tails are a problem



Qualification set

- Dynamic checklist

- Organizational task

- Corner-cases, testable observations and curiosity



Creating a qualification set

- You need solution requirements!

- Ask each stakeholder what they require from the system

- Trivial cases

- Nontrivial cases

- And you need a data map!

- Define normal cases 

- Define abnormal cases

- Define corner cases



Real example of a Qualification set! - Manufacturing

- Solution requirements

- Locate 95 % of all visual defects

- Classify 80 % of defect type A correctly

- Data map

- Identifier

- Context description

- Criticality 

- Expectations on requirements





-Type A
-Normal case
-Critical
-Expect to locate
-Expect to classify

-Type A
-Abnormal case
-Non-critical
-Expect to locate
-Don’t expect to classify



-Type d
-Corner case
-Critical
-Don’t expect to locate
-Don’t expect to classify



Another example of a Qualification set! - Social listening

- Solution requirements

- System should disregard norwegian texts

- Data map

- Identifier





https://www.wired.com/story/the-apple-card-didnt-see-genderand-thats-the-problem/



Third example of a Qualification set! - Customer action model

- Solution requirements

- System should not be biased towards gender

- Data map

- ?







Key takeaways - Qualification sets

- Tool to certify systems in line with ither software certifications

- Can be used to verify model performance for critical/non-trivial situations

- Each set should answer one question

- Usable in supervised, unsupervised and pretrained models

- Can be used for all data formats

- Allows stakeholders to take ownership




